Introduction
Investigating the properties of nuclear matter in a strongly interacting environment is one of the main objectives in relativistic heavy-ion physics. Different theoretical approaches predict that the vacuum properties of a single hadron are modified once it is placed into nuclear matter. To explore these phenomena an appropriate experimental approach, sensitive to the in-medium effects is essential. The low mass vector mesons ρ, ω are well suited probes for such a study. Their short life time and the decays of vector mesons into di-electrons offer a unique experimental way to learn about the in-medium modifications, as the di-electrons carry out undisturbed information from the dense and hot nuclear matter. On the other hand, the measurement and reconstruction of electromagnetic channels are challenging, mainly due to the huge hadron background and low branching ratios. Additionally, the dileptons measured in the detection system encode information about all emission processes integrated over the whole collision history. With precise knowledge of particle yields at chemical freeze-out, obtained from hadronic observables, it is however possible to subtract the late contributions from the pair spectrum. Additionally, using elementary collisions one can learn about the contribution from first-chance collisions. Combining all of the above the in-medium component can be reconstructed. Another, very attractive experimental probe to study the high density phase of nuclear matter are strange particles. In particular, from the subthreshold K + production tight constraints can be put on the nuclear equation of state at matter densities of 2-3 times normal nuclear density (ρ 0 ) [1] . Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that the kaon phase space distributions and flow patterns are sensitive to the in-medium kaon potential [2] . The High Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer (HADES) [3] located at the heavy-ion synchrotron SIS18 at GSI Helmholzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt, Germany, offers a unique capability for performing high quality di-electron and hadron identification with very good performance of vertex reconstruction, which is essential for measuring off-vertex decays. In the design of the spectrometer, particular emphasis has been given to a good mass resolution (δM inv /M inv ≃ 1%(σ)), an electron-positron, proton and pion identification capability over a broad momentum range (0.1 < p < 1.5 GeV/c) and a large geometrical acceptance (Ω pair ≃ 35% of full solid angle at M pair 0.5 GeV). The device is described in details in reference [3] . This report reviews the recent HADES experimental findings in the dilepton and hadron sector and is organized as follows: In section 2 a description of dilepton pair production in heavy-ion and proton induced reactions is given. Section 3 reports on strangeness production measured with HADES. The future HADES at FAIR (SIS100) experiments are described in section 4. Finally, the paper is summarized in section 5.
Di-electron probes
The observation of an enhanced yield of low-mass lepton pairs (M pair < 1 GeV / c 2 ) extends back over more than two decades. The enhanced yield, defined as the excess above the contribution expected from well known long-lived hadronic sources, was reported by several groups for reactions in a large range of bombarding energies. Starting in the Bevalac energy regime (1-2 A GeV) with the DLS experiment [4] it continued with measurements of the CERES [5] and NA60 [6] collaborations at low and top SPS energies. While the excess observed at SPS energies could fairly well be described by different transport models involving a significant in-medium modification of the rho meson spectral function in the hadronic medium [7] , the results obtained at lower beam energies of 1-2 A GeV [4] could not be satisfactorily reproduced by theoretical models which led to the so-called "DLS-puzzle" [8] .
The HADES collaboration has therefore started a systematic investigation of dilepton production in the SIS18 energy regime of 1-2 A GeV. In the beginning, the focus was on light collision systems to revisit the "DLS-puzzle". In order to verify the DLS findings, an experiment was conducted in which a 1 A GeV 12 C beam was incident onto a carbon target [9] . The measured inclusive di-electron production in the invariant pair mass region 0.15 GeV/c 2 < M ee < 0.50 GeV/c 2 was considerably stronger than expected from the known contribution of η meson decays. A comprehensive comparison of the HADES and DLS results was achieved by a procedure taking the very different acceptances and trigger conditions of both experiments [9] into account. The comparison of differential cross sections for invariant pair masses and transverse momenta confirmed a good agreement of both measurements [9] indicating that indeed the theoretical interpretation of the data based on model descriptions needs a better understanding of the processes important at this beam energy e.g. decays of the N * resonances, like N * (1520) and N * (1720), and their strong coupling to the ρ meson [10].
Low-and intermediate-mass region
The dielectron production in N+N collisions in the SIS18 energy range (1-2 A GeV) is mainly determined by the following processes: (1) decays of baryonic resonances, mainly ∆(1232), (2) N-N bremsstrahlung process and (3) decays of π 0 and η mesons [11] . A detailed knowledge about all these processes is essential for the interpretation of data from heavy ion and proton induced reactions in the SIS18 energy range. The HADES high quality results on dilepton production in p+p and d+p interactions at E kin = 1.25 GeV [12] , i.e. just below the free eta meson production threshold, gave a chance to understand the important contributions to the di-electron spectra in N+N collisions at these low bombarding energies. Figure 1 shows the dielectron invariant mass spectrum obtained in p+p and in quasi free n+p reactions. From the direct comparison of the measured spectra one can notice a strong difference when going from p+p to n+p results. An especially striking difference at the high invariant mass is visible. The model description implemented in PLUTO assumed that the essential contribution at this energy comes from π 0 , ∆(1232) and η Dalitz decays and is shown in the figure 1. The uncertainty in the contribution from the ∆(1232) due to the not well known electromagnetic transition form-factor of the decay of ∆ → Ne + e − is marked by shaded area in this figure. Although the the p+p case can be described by this approach it is clearly visible that the yield in quasi-free n+p collision is significantly underestimated. Due to the neutron momentum distribution inside the deuteron, the eta meson could be produced in this reaction and contributed to the dielectron spectra. This contribution is well known [12] and appeared not to be sufficient to explain the data. Another approach towards understanding the data is to compare them to the One Boson Exchange (OBE) model calculations. In this approach the parametrization of the calculated differential cross sections from [13] has been included. In addition, an isotropic virtual photon emission and corrections due to the final state interactions of N+N have been implemented. As a result a significant overestimation of the p+p data and disagreement with n+p data have been obtained (figure 1). Although the Figure 2 . Differential cross section of e + e − pairs as a function of invariant mass measured in p+p (left) and in quasi-free n+p (right) reactions at 1.25 GeV [12] compared to the OBE model predictions [14] w/o(marked as NEFF) and with(marked as FF2) electromagnetic form factor of charged pions. initial attempts based on the one-boson exchange model (OBE) to describe these results did not fully succeed, more recent OEB calculations [14] shown in figure 2 come closer in describing the HADES p+p and n+p data. In this particular approach the electromagnetic form factor of the charged pion is taken into account. It plays a significant role in case of the n+p reaction due to the possibility of charged pion exchange. It is also interesting to note that recent model predictions based on GiBUU [15] and HSD [16] underestimate the n+p data and the understanding of processes contributing to the dielectron production in elementary collisions is not settled.
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The low statistic and low resolution DSL results showing the ratio of dielectron yields of p+d to p+p [17] are summarized in Figure 3 . As seen in this plot the isospin plays an important role in the energy region below 3 GeV and reaches maximum at 1.25 GeV. Any interpretation of results from heavy ion induced reactions at SIS18 energies and at low SIS100 energies will strongly depend on the understanding of the isospin asymmetry described above. To gain further insight, the HADES Figure 3 . The ratio of the dielectron yields in the p+d and p+p systems [17] presented as a function of beam energy. Only pairs with masses greater than 0.15 GeV/c 2 are included. group performed measurements of inclusive di-electron production in C + C at 2 A GeV [18] and in Ar + KCl at 1.76 A GeV [19] . For both reaction systems a significant excess of di-electron yield above the known contributions has been observed. Figure 4 -left presents the reconstructed e + e − mass measured in Ar+KCl collisions at 1.76 A GeV. The data are compared to a thermal dielectron cocktail of mesonic sources (π 0 ,η,ω) after freeze-out [19] . A strong excess yield over the freeze-out components has been found and is marked in figure 4-left. It has been demonstrated that light systems, like C+C, can be described in first order as an inco- [19] . (Right) Comparison of the η-subtracted Ar+KCl e + e − invariant mass distribution with an isospin-averaged reference from p+p and n+p data [12] . herent superposition of elementary N+N processes [12] . The isospin-averaged spectra measured at 1.25 GeV can serve as N+N reference for the η-subtracted pair yield reconstructed in Ar+KCl collisions at 1.76 A GeV as shown in figure 4-right. The η-subtracted Ar+KCl spectrum differs by a factor of 2.5 -3 from the N+N reference for invariant masses between 0.15 and 0.5 GeV/c 2 . Based on this result one sees that heavier colliding systems can not be described anymore as a superposition of independent N+N collisions and complex models involving multi-body and multistep processes and in-medium modifications are needed.
It is of great importance to extend the investigation further above the Ar+KCl colliding system and towards higher energies. Recently, the HADES Collaboration has collected data for Au+Au at 1.25 A GeV which is the highest energy available at SIS18 for this colliding system.
High-mass pairs from omega decays
The high-mass di-electron pairs are of particular importance as it is expected that the study of the omega signal provides insight into in-medium vector meson modifications. The di-electron data in the Ar + KCl run show a pronounced ω-meson signal (see figure 4-left ) which was observed for the first time at a beam energy well below the production threshold in free N + N collisions (E NN thr = 1.89 A GeV). The reconstructed signal in the ω-pole mass region contains about 40 pairs, which does not allow any analysis of in-medium modifications. In a subsequent experiment campaign, the HADES group has measured with high resolution and good event statistics inclusive di-electron invariant mass distributions in proton induced reactions on hydrogen and nuclear targets. The data for the elementary p + p collisions at E = 3.5 GeV kinetic beam energy [20] are compared to theoretical predictions and allow to construct a reference spectrum for the extraction and possible interpretation of effects in the p + 93 Nb system [21] , in particular in terms of vector meson production. As shown in figure 5 , a clear ω-meson signal is seen in the p + 93 Nb reaction. As figure 5 shows a strong modification of the shape of the spectrum for e + e − momenta Figure 5 . (Left) Comparison of the invariant mass spectra for e + e − pairs with P ee < 0.8 GeV/c. The p+p data have been scaled according to a Glauber model, details in [21] . Systematic uncertainties are also shown. (Right) Excess yield in p+Nb data after subtraction of the p+p reference data and after ω subtraction. P ee < 0.8 GeV/c has been observed. This can be interpreted as a decrease of the ω yield with an additional ρ-like contribution as suggested in [21] .
Hadron production measured with HADES
Although HADES was designed primarily for di-electron measurements, it has also shown an excellent capability for the identification of charged hadrons like p, π + , π − and K + , K − . Hence, their production together with those of K 0 →π + π − , Λ→pπ − , ϕ→K + K − and even Ξ→Λπ − has been studied in detail for the Ar+KCl system [22] [23] [24] at E=1.756 A GeV. A combined and inclusive identification of K + K − pairs and ϕ mesons was performed for the first time in the same experiment at a subthreshold beam energy for K − and ϕ production. The obtained ϕ/K − ratio of 0.37±0.13% indicates that 18±7% of the kaons stem from ϕ decays. This significant contribution to the K − production has to be included in the models. Taking advantage of the excellent vertexing capability of the HADES spectrometer and high statistic data it was possible to investigate the deep sub-threshold production of the double strange hyperon Ξ − in Ar+KCl at 1.76 A GeV [25] . The Ξ − signal reconstructed with a significance of about five is shown in figure 6 . It should be mentioned that this signal has been reconstructed far below the free N+N threshold, i.e. at √ s NN − √ s thr = −640MeV and is by about a factor of 10 stronger than any model predictions [25] .
HADES at FAIR
With beam energies available from the present SIS18 (1-2 A GeV) accelerator one can investigate nuclear matter at inverse slope parameters (temperatures) of T = 40-90 MeV and baryon densities of 1-3 ρ 0 . The beam energies of the planned SIS100 accelerator in future FAIR facility will, however, allow to reach nuclear matter densities exceeding substantially those achievable at SIS18. Exploring this region of the phase diagram is the main purpose of the proposed future HADES programme at FAIR. So far, there are no data on dilepton production available for the energy regime between 2 and 40 A GeV. Hence, this regime is "terra incognita" for di-electron measurements. HADES has recently demonstrated excellent performance by measuring Au+Au at 1.25 A GeV and has proven its readiness for future SIS100 experimental campaigns.
Summary
The HADES experiment has provided systematic results on e + e − production in elementary and heavy ion collisions. The analysis of C+C collisions at 1 A GeV delivered high quality data and confirmed the old DLS findings, indicating significant lack of knowledge on the dilepton production processes at these low bombarding energies. The set of heavy ion experiments supplemented by proton induced reactions delivered a better understanding of the origin of the measured pair excess and point to the importance of low-energy processes like pion production and bremsstrahlung. Differences in model descriptions of the measured di-electron spectra in p+p and n+p collisions show lack of understanding the different contributions. The signal from direct ω -meson decays measured for the first time in the SIS18 energy range demonstrated the excellent performance of the HADES spectrometer in terms of mass resolution, particle identification and DAQ system. The HADES results on strangeness production shed new light on the understanding of kaon production mechanisms in HI collisions, by providing e. g. compelling evidence that the contribution from the ϕ decay to the K − yield has to be also taken into account. The measured hadron yields have in general been found in good agreement with statistical model predictions, besides the Ξ − , which is produced far below its production threshold and shows a considerable deviation from the statistical model. The recently conducted and still being analyzed measurement of Au+Au collisions at SIS18 as well as future experiments planned at the FAIR facility will deliver new valuable data on di-electron and strangeness production.
